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Release 2.21.11

Notes:

If you have custom forms defined in IQX, not all new features may be available to you.
If you want to enquire into a Feature please contact IQX with the JIRA reference

IQ-2120 - Notifications - attaching docs - select client but finding from eslewhere

IQ-2113 - CLONE - If you add a new question then click on another row while it is incomplete it gives
an error then discards your new row altogether.

IQ-2082 - Fix IQXanywhere bug when emailing certain docs as html - list index out of bounds

IQ-2079 - Favourites in IQX - Performance Issues

IQ-2078 - vacancy role \(vacancy form\) combo filter stuck on first in list

IQ-2071 - Desk Top, Daily Work List - If reminder made links often do not show in column

IQ-2068 - Hardcoded password when creating IQXNetUser

IQ-2057 - new field isexpenses in table IQXAccountsStatistics

IQ-2050 - Secondary agency on person headline doesn't work

IQ-2048 - If you add a new question then click on another row while it is incomplete it gives an error
then discards your new row altogether.

IQ-2044 - mailmerge not completing all records \(email\)

IQ-2041 - error when you change a vacancy rate \(isExpenses and niexempt\)

IQ-2040 - linkedin with https in the url cause person \(in button\) to fail

IQ-2038 - tempdesk→vacancy right click, 1 day out

IQ-2037 - contact events - exclude system is excluding too many if consultant filtered by division

IQ-2036 - Audit iqx web password being created

IQ-2035 - If CE declared by Notifications does not exist - gives SQL error

IQ-2032 - Basic SMS sending form called from Vac - Short List - Send Details button \(Pulse\)

IQ-2029 - Perm Placement, Invoice Email Address not going through to invoice

IQ-2019 - Possibly allowing too many connections - because of reconnections?
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IQ-2009 - Fix the jobrunner persistfields mechanism

IQ-1970 - Last page of TS wiz field re Their Ref Req on invoices should be hidden if Accounts 220 is Y

IQ-1171 - Job Schedule “Run now” button

IQ-2117 - compliance checklist report run from person

IQ-2074 - vacancy rates \(isexpenses field\) visible

IQ-2060 - Pulse request - to show Available From on Fast Wizard

IQ-2058 - New colour for Prov TS count of hours on Temp Desk if linked to a Special Placement

IQ-2056 - Add Rename View button to wpkmaintain

IQ-2054 - iqxWEB Divisional Overrides for Rights

IQ-2053 - iqxWEB Language

IQ-2052 - Option to send CV without invoking the Word Processor to update any embedded fields.

IQ-2047 - Pulse request - show CV parse on Fast New

IQ-2045 - Switch to allow “E-timesheets” tick on company record to be ticked by default

IQ-2043 - Sort order of compliance document pack ignoring default order

IQ-2042 - Notifications - being able to specify a start day of week for a range of shifts

IQ-2039 - amendment to -accessing rates in notifications

IQ-2034 - User right switch for restricting being able to change job titles

IQ-2030 - Remove the Person View Compliance Status

IQ-2028 - Departmental Questionnaires - show the Department Code as well as the name

IQ-2026 - searching for cv text via dictionary of search data \(indexed.text\)

IQ-2021 - Questionnaire Changes - Change to allow conditional question items

IQ-2018 - Notifications - Departmental links

IQ-2017 - Notifications - set up view - button to show defunct lines, which can then be hidden by
default

IQ-2006 - Person Selector - Bulk Email - Insert Text option - type Contact Event

IQ-2004 - Searches FROM person \(vac and shift\) to show MAP against results, in same way as main
searches
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IQ-2003 - Placement - shifts view - Process button \+ view WhenEntered

IQ-2002 - User Roles and Layouts - review as some items in layouts are more permissions that
Hide/Show

IQ-2001 - Upload a Bulk CV zip for new Anywhere clients, but also ordinary

IQ-2000 - CLONE - Notifications amendments - additional email address

IQ-1999 - Ability to save a report as a pdf to Docs or Compliance docs - maybe through dragging?

IQ-1997 - Setting client contacts as timesheet authorisers \(for iqxWEB\)

IQ-1994 - Compliance Linked Domains improvement

IQ-1992 - Contact CEs with linked Candidates - Enable Email - Documents - see all Person Documents

IQ-1986 - Contact Event Call Backs - Linked Pop Up Reminder

IQ-1980 - Limit characters that can be added/imported? into Tag IDs - special characters cause
problems

IQ-1974 - Additional Notes field on Doc/Compliance Docs \(expirydate field\) for minimal compliance
setups

IQ-1952 - Means of limiting emails and text numbers so that 10,000 does not send

IQ-1939 - Add Sort Order to Desktop | Charts

IQ-1935 - On Search from Person, first screen, choice of Contract or Shift Jobs

IQ-1899 - Placement Withdraw - refinements

IQ-1892 - Bulk Notifications

IQ-1886 - Collections - Attached Records - line up questions and tick boxes in multi choice Qs

IQ-1851 - Ability to Defunct / Hide Document Templates

IQ-1841 - Notifications - request if from a Short list the end client can have just one email about
several candidates

IQ-1840 - Notifications - ability to save the body of the notification as a pdf in docs

IQ-1826 - Role to drag docs OUT of IQX, into a folder

IQ-1784 - Extension of Notifications to send to groups of candidates on person selector

IQ-1767 - Placement selector - WPK tweaks to top row of buttons - size and spacing

IQ-1760 - Compliance Docs - Add ability to merge 2 into 1
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IQ-1722 - NON Exe - main WIKI pages to be accessed by release notes

IQ-1701 - NON Exe - Standard Reports to back new features

IQ-1659 - Extension to Notifications - Temp Availability

IQ-1638 - When license limit is reached, users not getting standard license exceeded warning.

IQ-1601 - Add Global Documents to the IQX Documents Selector radio buttons \(div/branch etc
filtered\)

IQ-1544 - Simplify extracting text from PDF CVs using WPViewPDF

IQ-1359 - Desktop Charts - Improvements

IQ-1181 - Composite Templates - Disconnect needs extra options
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